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From the Editor
Write what you know. As a writer, that’s common advice that’s often given. However, Elizabeth Berg,
author of Escaping into the Open: the art of writing true, takes that tidbit and refines it to something
deeper. Here’s what she has to say about it:
“I believe that one of your most important jobs as a writer is to be true to yourself, to honor your
own notions of what you believe is important to your life and to that of others. If you love history,
use it in your work. If you love mystery, do the same. I’m sure you’ve also heard, countless times,
“Write what you know.” I would change that to “Write what you love.” The knowledge can be
learned; the passion can’t be – it’s either there or it isn’t.”
In this week’s issue, instead of the weekly Author Spotlight, we’re bringing you something different. In
our Facebook group (Here’s the link if you’d like to join us there for interesting posts and interactions with
some of our favorite historical fiction authors) we asked - Do you have a favorite era to write in? What

do you enjoy most about that era?
Read ‘Author’s Answers’ to see what Ana Brazil, Susanne Matthews, Gloria Caviglia, Lindsay Downs, and
Carolyn Cook have to say about writing in their favorite time periods.

Trisha
texastrishafaye@yahoo.com

Vehicles
I was working in the yard a few weeks ago and one of the city workers that we know slightly, stopped in
the front to chat. I ignored him when he first pulled up. I saw a city truck stopping & thought it was maybe
for one of the neighbors. Until he honked. When I walked over, I realized who it was and I told him that I
didn’t recognize that it was him.
He said, “Oh, it’s easy. If it’s a Dodge, then it’s me. If it’s a Chevy, it’s someone else.”

Really? My initial response was just a blank stare. I finally explained. “I’m a girl. Unless I can see the
emblem, I can’t tell you what kind of truck it is. It’s a white truck, a black truck, a blue truck…that’s about
the extent of my truck identification knowledge.” And all our city trucks are white trucks, so that doesn’t
help much.
Which explains why when I insert a vehicle in the story, I think I’m doing pretty good to just get the detail
of a black Model T in there. I know if it’s before 1928 not to make it a Model A. If it’s earlier than 1913 the
Model T can’t be black – the earliest colors available were gray, blue, green or red. During the years 19131925, it was only available as black. That’s about the extent of my early vehicle tidbits that I have to drop
into a story.
But then I was reading Sold on a Monday, which showed me how lacking my too basic information is. The
main character, Ellis, wanders around taking photographs while his overheated Model T cools down.
When he returns to the car, this is what Kristina McMorris wrote:
“As soon as he reached his old clunker, he tossed the camera inside, a little harder than he
should have, and retrieved his jug of water. He refilled the radiator and prepared the motor by
adjusting the levers and turning the key. Back at the hood, he gripped the fender for leverage
and gave the crank a hearty jerk. Thankfully, a second attempt revived the sedan.”
Wow! What a difference this makes. No wonder she’s on the New York Times Bestseller list. Of course, in
her acknowledgments, she gave credit to Terry Smoke and Neil Handy “for such great input on Model T’s,
radiators, and all that jazz”. Writing a book is sometimes the accomplishment of an entire tribe, not one
sole writer pecking away at the keyboard.
But these are the tiny little snippets of details that make a huge impact on our stories. I’m still learning.
There’s so much to learn. But bit by bit, piece by piece, I’m learning more every day and every week. If
you have any early vehicles in your manuscript and want a little more information to enrich your
storytelling, here are some links and sources for you.
Old Car Pictures: If you want to see some terrific early car and truck pictures, check out this site:
http://oldcarandtruckpictures.com/earlycarpictures/
How to start and drive a Model T, with 17-minute video
https://www.hemmings.com/blog/2013/03/01/tech-101-how-to-start-and-drive-a-ford-model-t/
Steps how to drive a Model T, with pictures. Here’s the caption on one of the photos. I didn’t realize that
a broken arm was a serious threat in crank starting Model T’s.
3. Return to the front of the car. Use your left hand to crank the lever (if the engine backfires and the lever swings
counterclockwise, the left arm is less likely to be broken). Give it a vigorous half-crank, and the engine should start.

https://www.caranddriver.com/features/a15142307/how-to-drive-a-ford-model-t/
How to start a Model A
http://www.model-a.org/starting.html
Ford and The American Dream, One hour video with LOTS of actual footage. A great video to watch to
get you in the mood.

https://youtu.be/ZrOikS5B2gs

STAGECOACHES
But, there were other vehicles around before Model T’s and Model A’s – if you could call a stagecoach a
vehicle. This mode of transportation entailed a different mode of travel. Bob Ring shares this snippet in
The History of Stagecoaches in Tucson, Arizona. (Available as a free PDF download.) It was a written
account of a mining engineer’s overland trip in 1860.
“The coach was fitted with three seats, and these were occupied by nine passengers. As occupants of
the front and middle seats faced each other, it was necessary for these six people to interlock their
knees; and there being room inside for only ten of the twelve legs, each side of the coach was graced by
a foot, now dangling near the wheel, now trying in vain to find a place of support. ... The fatigue of
uninterrupted traveling by day and night in a crowded coach, and the most uncomfortable positions,
was beginning to tell seriously upon all the passengers, and was producing a condition bordering on
insanity.”

And then, we could move on to boats, canoes, Viking ships – so many modes of travel and so much to
learn about each of them. I know I have a lot more to discover. I hope this whets our appetite for a little
vehicle research as we step back in time together with the stories we write and read.
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Join us today as some of our favorite authors answered the question about their favorite
historical era to write about. It’s interesting to see how much our family history and
background influenced how we’re drawn to certain time periods.
Do you have a favorite era to write in? What do you enjoy most about that era?


Ana Brazil
"I'm definitely an "America from the 1880s to the 1920's" author. American life was
progressing so much during that period. I'm especially captivated by the real-life
women of the times. They were restless and reckless (well, some of them at least)
and entirely ready and able to challenge the status quo. They persisted!"
FANNY NEWCOMB AND THE IRISH CHANNEL RIPPER
(Sand Hill Review Press)

You can connect with Ana here:
Facebook: @AnaBrazilAuthor
Website & Blog: anabrazil.com.

Susanne Matthews
So far, although I have a short story set in Pompeii, I’ve set my books in the
seventeenth century, but my Canadiana series which begins with The Price of Honor
hopefully will move into the eighteenth century. There isn’t any one thing I like
about the era, but when I did my ancestry search, I discovered both sides of my
family arrived in New France in the early 1660s. There isn’t a lot of information
available on them, but I know why they came and what they did while they were
here. Those people helped found my country, and suffered doing so. Some of them
were part of the great deportation from Acadia to Louisiana. According to Ancestry,
I still have relatives living there. Those are the times and events I want to study and
write about.

The Price of Honor https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07BRTL4P6
You can connect with Susanne here:
Blog: https://mhsusannematthews.wordpress.com/
Website: https://mhsusannematthews.ca/

Gloria Caviglia
I really like the era from 1900-1930. The women in my family seemed to have
such interesting lives. On my maternal side, I enjoy writing during the war era,
1935-45. Many of my uncles went to war, and my mom has told me stories about
life without them, life during the war, and their lives upon return. Now, that side
of the family was large and had a lot of interesting characters!

The Pork Chop in the Window
You can connect with Gloria here:

Facebook - The PorkChop in the Window page

Lindsay Downs
Currently, I’m writing two series. The first An Upson PI Mystery starts in 1940. I’ll
continue this series up to the early 1960s. In these books, I have to be careful in
regards to technology. The same for cars, clothes, weapons. Not to mention
questioning a suspect. They may even get tuned up in a broom closet with a phone
book which leaves no marks.
The other one, An Upson Family Mystery starts in 1964 and will continue to the late
1990s. Here we have advances in technology. Fax machines. Copiers. Not to mention
the cars, different clothing. Even in the field of medicine, there were advancements
compared to the other series. Then there’s the Vietnam War which comes into the
books. Later, anti-war protests.
Do I like one over the other? No. They both are challenging.
You can find Lindsay’s books here:
Regency romantic suspense: https://tinyurl.com/y8uyldv7
You can find Lindsay here:
Lindsay Downs Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/lindsay.downs.7
Norton Upson Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/norton.upsonpa.58

Carolyn Cook
I tend to like the hundred years starting from the mid-19th century to the midtwentieth, probably because the eras included in that period are the ones I had the
most exposure to in my childhood. Also, since those eras are closest to my own, I can
look into the faces that regard me from black and white photos and imagine those
people stepping from the pictures to tell me how things were for them, back in the
day.
The Life and Times of Lilly Quinn: https://www.carolynecookauthor.com/books
You can connect with Carolyn here:

https://www.carolynecookauthor.com/
https://www.facebook.com/CarolynECookHistoricalFiction/
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The 1700s & Before
The Usurper’s Throne
Charity Bishop
Henry VII faces traitors on all sides. In a darkened abbey in Hampshire, a dozen monks conspire
against him… In a French garrison, a governor favors his enemies… And one of
them holds a secret that may devastate England. Katharine of Aragon arrives in
the midst of a storm, bought in a traitor’s blood. The death of Edward Plantagenet
turned the queen’s cousin, the Duke of Suffolk against him. He has since fled to
the Netherlands to recruit an invading army. Henry hopes to keep his new
daughter in law close, but Suffolk’s allies stir corruption in Wales, forcing him to
send his son into the north. There, a brutal feud threatens all Prince Arthur holds
dear. As his ruthless enforcer, Sir Thomas Lovell, closes in upon his enemies,
Henry’s last hope lies in his children, and in a dynastic marriage to unite two
kingdoms…

The Welsh Gambit
Charity Bishop
Lady Anwen cannot forget, nor her brother forgive. Since she killed Lord Meuric’s
son in self-defense on a lonely Welsh road, and spent several months imprisoned
and mistreated in his castle, Anwen has fought her nightmares. Alone and unable
to bear a man’s touch, she unites with a local ‘witch’ to learn how to heal. As Edward
Stafford, the Duke of Buckingham, prepares for the autumn joust, he fears
escalating tension between the locals and Lord Meuric’s brutal overseer, Beynon.
His mood worsens when Sir Thomas Lovell, the king’s ruthless enforcer, arrives
unannounced in search of a traitor. As thousands flock to the tourney, death,
superstition, denial, and treason come to a brutal conflict, as a child searches the
castle for the bones of a lost maiden and uncovers a terrible secret…

Authors: Do you have a historical fiction book or short story that you’d like featured in Pages of the Past? Email me
at texastrishafaye@yahoo.com to see about scheduling your book or short story in a future issue.
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